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Among many theories about the earth, and its shape, and other theories, there is
the theory of the Hollow Earth. Now, this theory cannot really stand, as every
object like a living object such as the earth, has to have a fiery core. The earth,
contrary to popular belief, is not some amassment of bricks, tar, and petroleum,
and it is quite 'alive', but not in the sense we humans are right now understanding
of. This was well known to the ancient people, who paid homage in yearly
celebrations to the earth.

As I have written before, the Hollow Earth, is not really "Hollow" with a whole
world in the middle. However, the crust of the earth has layers and layers. These
layers are on the superficial levels humongous in size. Between these layers,
there are full gaps, underground tunnels, or let's say "veins".

Between these gaps, life can exist, provided one has enough technology or a
means to provide necessity such as water and oxygen. Even we humans have
now constructed many bunkers and other things, on the very high layers of the
earth, such as governments and many other institutions.

The size of these 'layers' are basically as big as the face of the earth, minus the
percent of depth divided by the size of the spherical range of the axis of the earth.
I am not an expert mathematician, but people in ancient times had already proven
the earth is close to what is a sphere, and therefore, by assumption, the above
should help understand the size of these potential cities.

Obviously, nothing could live on the absolute center of this sphere, or it would
incinerate due to the hot magma. It's funny you have people saying the earth is
"Hollow" with clouds and everything in it and then you have literally a sun in the
middle, yet volcanoes erupt and literally bring out hot magma which proves what
the earth has in the middle of it. One cannot live in the middle.

From the above 'postulation' arose the meme of Hell being into the "Earth",
because even the most primitive people understood that in the earth there is hot
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magma, and not a beautiful sun and clouds, and a second sky.

Now between the "crusts" or "layers" or "plaques" of the earth, there are definitely
underground cities. Many would more than likely be abandoned. In places like
Peru or Turkey they have found said cities, and tunnels and all sorts of other cities
exist all over the places where there are actual civilizations.

Humans even without any major technological means were able to dig and create
meeting points and underground cities such as the Malakope which was created
by Greeks in Turkey to avoid persecution by the Muslims. These could house as
many as 20,000 people and they were not created by some sort of alien
technology but by human hands. These are considerably a joke compared to
what could be done today with our technology, or by an advanced alien race who
may for whatever reason decide to 'settle' in said cities. On the above there were
storage houses, beds, places to keep cattle, even chapels and other luxuries. And
this was fairly recent and by human hands.

If normal people without any tool of construction and supposedly 'primitives' can
do the above, it is not an outlandish statement to say that people who can build
Pyramids and other megastructures, can also create underground cities.

It goes beyond saying that the American Government and many other govs also
have underground bases at the size of full blown towns, who can keep people
alive for decades by food, water, air conditioning, and whatever else imaginable.
In other words, these things are extremely possible, and those who pretend to be
'open minded' and deny these realities are fools.

In regards to the question on if there are aliens, both ours, and those of the
enemy, in the earth, yes, there are. Especially of the enemy, even normal people
have had the unfortunate experience to encounter reptilians in places like Mexico
South America. According to what is 'rumored' by Ufologists, they are not that
many, but they exist.

Many of these reptilians seem to be either trapped there from some sort of
cataclysmic war because of our side a long time ago, or simply staying there so
they can have a more direct 'hand' in the operation of what they are doing to
humanity, or as a result of both. The Mayans and many others speak of the
subterranean people and these reptiles, which also appear to have went 'up' at
some point to govern or take over the Mayan civilization and turn it into a human
sacrificial gulag.



There is a statement from Hitler that in regards to his work, he was trying to
develop the White race, so that when said beings would 'emerge', we would not
be trampled of like dogs by them, and ruled with a rod of iron. Many of these
species are very powerful, way beyond humans, and they dominate them quite
easily. The greys have a paralyzing effect on governments, officials, and human
civilization.

Stories in regards to the existence of both these 'beings' and many other positive
or neutral, some being humanoids have been written in the form of fiction. One of
these is a 'story' which the Vril had as a book of importance, The Coming Race by
Lytton. Lytton clearly has affected the story and made into literature, and did not
provide any 'cheesy' details, but it is not unlikely that he actually found himself
into one of these subterranean civilizations, or he passed down the story of
someone else who did.

In regards to Egypt and what exists in Egypt, what we see on the top, is covered
by sand. With recent infrared and UV sightings from satellites, we are able to see
that around 90% of Egypt is beneath the sand. In other words, it is covered, and
in my opinion, purposefully, to keep things in their place. Uncivilized tribes and
Muslims have gone to Egypt and wreaked havoc, with many sites totally
destroyed, corrupted, or as done recently under jewish command (as always)
bombed to shreds or prohibited of any archeological excavation.

If one looks what the dumbasses have done to the surface, both with the statues,
and by stripping naked the pyramids as typical civilization wreckers, it makes
sense for someone or something to cover a civilization, someone who at least
cares to salvage something for future humans who will be better and more aware
to not proceed in said criminality. Through technology or particular events, it may
be possible to 'clean up' or in time reveal what is beneath the sands in Egypt, and
find further info.

It also has to be remembered that a lot of information that changed our lives and
perception today, was basically nonexistent in the ancient times, or in the recent
Middle Ages. Discoveries such as these are to name one example the Sumerian
Civilization, which was up until the 15th century between the realm of
'mythological' and 'mumbo jumbo',. and nobody really understood much of their
language or anything related to that, but became later a founded archeological
and linguistic facts, after finally the civilized elements of this planet were able to
go there and start deciphering with the locals what existed in these civilizations.



As an astrologer I have been asked before by some in regards to our "True
Calendar" and how we can find it. We know to this day our actual calendar as it's
based on the stars, so astrologically, we are on the correct path, as we are
monitoring the planets. However, scientific theory and postulation in regards to
what "Date" it actually is today, is unclear, since, our history basically has been
confounded by jewish science on the axis of the 6000 Year Torah of the Jews,
and their jewish and individual claim that this world is to 'fulfill its purpose' (aka to
be enslaved by jews) within the span of said 6000 years.

The most ancient civilizations which extent to more than 10,000 years before, are
put to conform with the Talmudic lie that our world is 6000 years old, and we are
around on year 5779 or something like that based on the jewish calendar. By
subtracting the 'ancient' civilizations from this number, we reach around our
present '2019', which is only a literal joke. 2019 is a total lie, and is an invention of
the jews.

This is deliberate, and many of the ancient civilizations lasted for at least a
thousand or more years, and not 500 or 600 as many claim. Contrary to popular
belief they were far better at keeping history and permanent historical
observations than 'we' modern people are.

Little is known that aside what came to be of the "French Revolution", instigated
to become a brutal revolution by jews same as they pulled a few hundreds of
years later in the USSR, which ended up as a kosher revolution with execution of
Gentile aristocracy, and if it weren't for Bonaparte to save this mess, would end
up in a perpetual state of downfall of civilization...The French people of the actual
enlightenment in contrast to the jewish bandits, had better ideas such as for
example discovering the ancient calendar and re-instating it, as they had
understood the present calendar was a lie and made from jews, same as
restoring the Pagan Pantheon. Thanks to jews, nothing of these things really
'happened' in the end, and was buried beneath the perpetual mindless mob
violence and jewish agitation which corrupted the historical evolution. They won't
tell you the above at school however.

Answering about the true calendar, in order for us to theoretically gain insight
about our 'true year' and our 'true origins', that would be a strange feat, but
definitely possible. By finding some archeological site or data from ancient
astrological texts, that mention the exact position of the sky of a certain object that
we can track and comparing it to how many thousands of years ago it



re-appeared at the claimed point on the sky. This could be done through the
Pyramid and specific calculations, and the position of prominent stars on the sky
such as Sirius, or Orion's belt.

In the Egyptian texts and inscriptions, the majority of which the Egyptian Islamic
government does not allow people to decipher, they will more than likely clearly
write the last time they saw these. Texts here would be divided in spiritual texts,
and in actual astronomical data, which was a practice the astrologers of the time
were supposed to keep, as they were also astronomers and mathematicians.
There are calendars kept based on structures.

The pyramids themselves have points and inscriptions centered for the
appearance of specific stars, luminaries, and when these appear, for certain
meditations. The same aspects are also in the Stonehenge, and in other ancient
cites which scientist now say are 'prehistoric', and 'only rocks', but were basically
astrological pointers for stars in the skies. This is why the enemy mercilessly
destroyed these cites, which kept a track of our history astrologically.

Scientists of the highest caliber, that are open minded and don't worship jews like
Einstein, can then evaluate when and how 'long' it is likely these inscriptions were
done, by crossing these over with the texts, and capable astronomers can make
the calculations with geologists who take in consideration the geographic or
height change or from where this should happen, and cross this over with the
astrological data to find out quite a guess in regards to where we are today.

There are lots of mysteries presently and we have more than enough means to
find them, but with the enemy as an obstacle, we will be forever dumbed down,
nonspiritual, and slave cattle, that thinks it's important in its own small, little, and
secluded world. If humanity wants to look into it's own origins and discover actual
secrets, there has to be freedom of information, science has to become unbridled
and discover beyond strict jewish invented empiricism, and all abrahamic cult
programs have to be put on the shredder.

The paranoia of the jewish established is so great that now they even ban,
censor, and 'remove from any form of recommendation' any video about aliens,
old civilization, and anything pertaining to the past. Despite of many of these
being total mumbo jumbo and disinfo, at least, people are searching. One thing
leads to another with these matters and the jews know this.

Tell me now it's all a coincidence that for two thousand years and since the birth
of a fictitious jew, every attempt of humans to find out about the past is constantly



stopped violently. Only in the last three or four thousand years we finally became
aware that Oh, we used to have a Pagan past, and not worship a kike on the
cross for all eternity. What a shocker, right?

The truth is truly, out there.
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